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U15 Girls 

This year was my first venture into coaching and I think overall, I could probably put my 

dad (Greg Abbott) out of a job. It was great to see over the season that our team 

transitioned from relying individual efforts to playing a more team-oriented game. We 

started the year off without a full-time goalkeeper, however we did have Tia Dedman. So 

luckily for me and unfortunately for her, she was my kicking fullback for the first few 

weeks. We were quite dominant early in the season and didn’t get too many short corners 

against us or I probably would have had a heart attack. A big thank you to Tia for going out 

there and getting the job done. Although Tia played the season in fullback she managed to 

sneak forward and score three goals this season.  

We were a little light on numbers to begin with and had Marni Chandler step up to play the 

age group above her own. She may have been nervous about the move initially, but it didn’t 

show. She never looked out of place and had a fantastic year. We ended up fielding a goalie 

in Nina Tydeman who was a welcome addition. Adding to our trusty defenders Lillie Tooth 

and Issy Keenan were solid as half backs and I saw both really grow in confidence this 

season. Lillie with her ridiculous reach made life very difficult for our opposing teams 

picking off balls that looked about a mile away from her. Issy, although plagued by injury 

this season, was unpassable in defence with her brilliant stopping tackle. 

 I need to thank Grace Fraser, Kate DCruz, Emma Phillis our u/13 filll-in’s who did a great 

job helping us out when we were short. Also thank you to Ruby the goalie extraordinaire 

who stepped up to help us out when Nina was away. One of our more experienced strikers 

was Emma Wildy who had a great year and didn’t complain (much) when I threw her into 

halfback. She held her own and proved to be a talented defender. This year saw another 

new player; Mercedes Tierney join our team for her first season of club hockey. Mercedes 

scored two goals in her very first season I think she is well on her way to becoming a handy 

little striker. 

The line that improved the most over the season was our midfield. Gracie Northam 

perfected her back-stick drag and grew in confidence by the end of the season. Victtoria 

“the flash” Acquaviva was causing our opposition all sorts of issues as she cut through the 

middle of the field tapping the ball out of the defenders reach. Alice Kneebone was a force 

in both the midfield and striker lines and was particularly menacing when she realised the 

power of dragging to her defenders back-stick. Elizabeth (Bizi) Cornwell made the trip 

down from Clare for our games, she strengthened our midfield and played a more defensive 

role for us with ease. Annalise Abbott was the final member of this midfield group. 

Coaching a sister is difficult, but if you know my sister I think she needs to personally 

thank me for putting up with her. Congratulations is due for both Anni and Tia who were 

selected to represent South Australia at the U/15 nationals this year. 

One of the highlights of the season happened in the dying minutes of our semi-final against 

Port Adelaide. A stroke was called against us and everyone held their breath as Nina 

waited for the port player to flick.  
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U15 Girls 

As the ball left the ground and headed for the top of the net Nina swatted it away along 

with Port Adelaide’s hope of scoring against us that game. Our final game of the season 

was against Seacliff. The girls played some great hockey and there were plenty of scoring 

opportunities created by our defensive pressure and ability to find space up forward which 

also made for an exciting and for me very nervous game to watch. Unfortunately, we lost 1-

0 but everyone should be extremely proud of what we have achieved this season and the 

exciting brand of hockey that has become our trademark. After the development I have 

seen in this group over the season it won’t be long before they start moving up the ranks 

through our senior teams.  

I do have some people who I need to sincerely thank. Firstly, dad for taking trainings when 

I was M.I.A from August onwards and for mentoring me as a coach this season. Even if we 

didn’t always agree I have learnt a lot from you and appreciate your enthusiasm and 

passion for the game. Thank you to all the Parents for getting your daughters to training 

and to games, without your help throughout the season we wouldn’t get far. A big thank 

you to my manager this year; Margy Holland for organising everyone and everything so all I 

had to worry about was coaching. Also, thanks to Kaye for not only lending me your 

daughter but for all the work you did keeping the junior coaches organised this year as the 

junior coordinator. Thank you to the players for a great year, you were a joy to coach and 

I’m excited to see your hockey careers develop. 

 

Ladder Position: 3/7 

Best and Fairest- Tia Dedman   

 Coaches Award- Emma Wildy     

Highest Goal Scorer- Annalise Abbott 

Coach: Caitlin Abbott 

Assistant Coach: Greg Abbott 

Manager: Margy Holland 
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U15 Girls 
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U13B Girls 

It was my pleasure and privilege to step back into coaching role for the U13 Girls team in 

2018. With fantastic organisational help from our Manager Lidia Morizzi my job was made 

supremely easier! It would also be remiss of me not to mention a great mate and assistant 

coach Brenton Perkins for helping me with the girl’s week in week out.  

I was buoyed by our numbers at the start of the year, our list looked very healthy! 

Unfortunately, with other commitments, football, running and sickness it was rare that we 

got a full side on the pitch. Playing with 8 players for at least 3 games this year and pulling 

off draws in 2 of them shows the level that these girls are capable of playing at. This U13 

team is a great group of girls with a large number of them already having been together for 

3 or 4 years, it is going to be awesome watching their hockey develop over the years. Not 

wanting to tie players to set positions this early in their careers I moved the team around a 

great deal for a majority of the season, settling the team toward the end of the year.  

Ruby Tonkin had a great year supporting the team as our kicking fullback or goalie with 

some great forays forward at times. Her commitment to the goal keeping position toward 

the end of the year gave the team the confidence to push forward and steam into the 

finals. 

Mia Smith, new to hockey this season took to it like a duck to water, along with Meg Thomas 

and Maddie Warren provided great speed down the wings setting up plenty of scoring 

opportunities with each scoring great goals at some important times during the season. 

With great running capacity, tenacity and determination, Sienna Brown, Emma Phillis and 

Rachael Kean played as our inners. Often using great long skill drags to bamboozle opponent 

defenders and move the ball into shooting positions.  

The smooth skills, composure and tackling of Kate D’Cruz, Lily Perkins and Grace Fraser 

were utilised in our half back positions. Often moving the ball around the back like senior 

teams and setting up great passing plays that were great to watch often finishing with 

shots on goal after moving the ball to the forward line. 

Gypsea Quaini and Charli Mastersson provided strength at both ends of the field 

throughout the year either steadfast in defense with great powerful disposal or using their 

skills in attack to score or set up goals for the team. 

When she was available it was easy to slot Marni Chandler into the side in any position she 

was needed with her speed, dependability and great reading of the game she often ended in 

defense where I knew she would position herself well to thwart any opponents attack. 

As first year in under 13’s it was a fantastic effort for the girls to finish with a 5/4/6 

win/loss/draw ratio ending up 3rd on the table. This set up a semifinal against the 4th 

placed Adelaide White team. Even after 90% of the play and a number of shots on goal we 

were unable to confirm the win and went into extra time. 
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The girls held their nerve and kept the game to a draw allowing us through to the 

preliminary final against Seacliff. Unfortunately, playing against 2nd year under 13 girls 

we were unable to get on top and even with some great work we were eliminated.  

Often I have heard of the girls practicing drills and skills at home proving their want to 

do their best and improve. I am proud to be associated with this team and this club, with 

juniors like we have I think the Grange Royals Hockey Club has a bright future. As Mick 

said last year…… DON’T put your sticks away now for 6 months until the next season, 

keep ‘em out and keep on your HOCKEY HOMEWORK!!  

 

Cheers, Ben Fraser. 

U13B Girls  
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U11’s 
This year brought the new format for under 11’s whereby the full pitch was discarded for 

the use of only half the pitch, decreased numbers on the pitch and modified rules (most 

of us struggle with the current/standard rules). The changes were to come in line with 

the national standard for this age group, providing a more enjoyable experience for the 

kids.  

The U11 numbers were not huge at the first few come and try sessions at the beginning 

of the year and there was a little worry whether we would get a team up and running. 

However, a few new faces and the keenness of some U9 players, and we were underway. 

So, for the first game, our team consisted of only one U11 player from the previous year 

(still an U9), two first year U11 players, two newbies to the game of hockey and four U9’s. 

From the outset, it looked like it would be a difficult year for the superstars.  

At the beginning of the season, Lucas Whinnett threw it out there that he would like to 

have a go at goal keeper. Everyone in the team including myself are very grateful to Lucas 

as it makes a HUGE difference having a keeper in the net. Lucas came out to each training 

and game, working on his skills with great improvement. Well done and big thank you to 

Lucas. We also had Henry Tassell help us out on a couple of occasions who did a fantastic 

job holding his own on the pitch as a six year old. 

A very quick introduction to positions and basics for some, and the team took off in flying 

form. The Murray machine kicked us off in style with excellent forward pressure from 

Indiya and Taj Murray culminating in 2 quick goals for Taj followed by another from Indy. 

We ended up 5-0 victors. Indiya learning the craft as a striker, improving game by game 

with her leading, positioning and dribbling/attack. Taj continued to develop throughout 

the season contributing with 5 goals though playing the majority of his time in defense 

thwarting opposition attacks.  It was a great start to the season and good for the kids to 

learn/sing the club song. After a loss to Pt Adel on our first game on the turf, we 

regrouped to take on Adelaide the week after, who were to be one of the top teams in 

the comp. A tough first half where Ruby Warren especially stood out with her work rate, 

want for the ball and dribbling forward into attack (this coming from a young girl who is 

basically 1ST year U9 age). Zac Fraser moved forward in the second half and in doing so, 

our defense continuously shut down Adelaide attacks, and with great rebound passing, 

ruby then helped Zac get his stick on the ball a couple times who showed some class skills 

dribbling round defensive opponents and scoring two second half goals to get another win 

on the board. During the week before the next game, we acquired another Newbie to 

hockey. A young lad who picked up a stick in a school lesson and thought, “mmm I like 

this”. Like a duck to water, Noah was one of the best on ground in his first game and 

continued that trend in most of the remaining games. He has a strong want to listen and 

learn and look forward to seeing his future in hockey. Another of the new players to the 

game was Curtis Kerrin. Curtis’s drive to learn each position on the field resulted in him 

being one of our utilities. 
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U11’s 

He made the most of his time up forward however scoring 7 goals for the season with three 

of those coming in one match against Nth East showing an excellent ability to finish. 

Another of our utilities (due to her willingness to play forward and defence at any given 

time) was Georgie Tassell. A really good start to the season when we played port (in our 

best players), but Georgie honed her skills over the course of the season and grew in 

confidence to become strong with the ball, using those skills to dribble around opposition 

players. Georgie also finished with 4 goals for the season. Though scoring many goals the 

previous year in the U9’s, I liked the idea Cadence Murdoch slotting into, and learning the 

right half role. Top of the class when it came to training due to her want to listen and learn, 

this reflected on the pitch cadence’s ability to hold her position well and be our outlet from 

defence down the right-hand side. Another growing in confidence week by week, trusting 

herself with the ball on her stick and then making fantastic passes. After a bit of a lull 

mid-season, the team took off in the remaining 5 games. A major contributing factor for 

this resurgence was the drive of Riley Katschner. Only new to the game this year also and 

playing a midfield role for the majority of the season, Riley’s work rate was second to none, 

has a very well timed long skill drag and his finishing became composed and accurate, 

scoring multiple goals in many of the games (four in one game) finishing with 18 goals for 

the season.  

So, an amazing end to the season for the superstars, winning the last 5 games in a row, 

defeating every team in the competition bar one. Was really enjoyable to see the 

improvement and confidence of each and every player in the team and this really showed on 

the pitch. Was a pleasure to coach this team and I hope to see you all back out there next 

year. 

Thanks Mick Fraser    
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U11’s 
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U9 Maroon 

The U/9 Maroon team had a good year considering they were one of the younger teams in 

the competition.  We may have only won a couple of games but the improvement in each 

player over the season was outstanding.  

The team consisted of: 

Dakota who is a fantastic defender who learnt to indian dribble past the opposition.  

Kira a new player to the club who showed great attacking ability setting up many scoring 

opportunities with her speed and attacking play.  

Charlotte continued to grow as a play maker, with very good ball control and scoring ability.  

Henry displayed his all-round ability, defending well and attacking when needed.  

Angelo played his first season and was not afraid to get in and get the ball. His first goal 

this season was great when he trapped the ball then turned and scored.  

Amber showed she could become a great attacker, getting forward of the ball into scoring 

positions which allowed her to score many goals this year.  

Leila also in her first season this year displayed great enthusiasm. A solid defender who 

scored 3 goals in one game. 

Finlay displayed great skills for a young player in his first season. 

Thanks to Cadence and Lucas who filled in for the team during the season. 

 

I would like to thank all the kids for trying as hard as they could each and every game. We 

had great fun during training learning many new skills.  

Thanks to Chad & Briony for their help in coaching and managing the team and finally thanks 

to all the parents that helped during the year with the team or at the club. 
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U9 White 

This year was a great building year for the team. We had a number of players who had 

played before; in Juliette, Genevieve, Zac, Imogen, Harper, and Thomas; as well as some 

completely new to the game; in Rover, Phillipa, Isaak, and Olivia. While our results on the 

scoreboard did now show it, our team had a lot of fight in them and in the second half of the 

season were quite evenly matched to our opposition despite being a lot younger and smaller 

than them. There were many games where if luck had of switched we would have scored and 

our opposition wouldn’t have gotten the quick break-aways.  

Everyone’s favourite game of the season was definitely when we played Grange Maroon and 

mixed the teams up so that siblings were playing against each other. This lead to a very 

evenly matched game where players from both sides played their best games and we had lots 

of goal scorers.  

Genevieve improved as the year went on. Her attention span was enough that for the last 

few games of the season she improved out of sight. Going in for tackles, passing the ball out 

wide, taking her free hits a lot quicker, and she has the best calling on the team by far. 

Genevieve also scored her first goal this season.   

Harper’s season was cut short with a broken foot, but up until that point she was our quiet 

little achiever. Harper would tackle the opposition, win the ball and then run and dribble 

beautifully. I look forward to seeing her improvement next season.  

Imogen was a trooper this season. Being the second smallest player on the team did not stop 

her from getting her fair share of play. She is one of the best players to move the ball out 

wide on free hits and her strength over the ball improved out of sight.  

Isaak joined part way through the season with his sister Olivia and with his soccer 

background was one of our most aggressive tacklers. Never afraid to go for a contested ball 

his perseverance and determination won us a lot of free hits in the centre of the pitch. 

Juliette is a beautiful dribbler. When she is able to get the ball and run she comes into her 

own. However, towards the end of the season she started to exhibit a passion for defence, 

asking to be in goals during many games and even got fitted for goalie gear. Who knows, she 

might be the next U11 goalie in a few years.  

Olivia joined us part way through the season and we were told she might only want to 

participate in practices but wouldn’t be confident enough for game play. That was thrown out 

the window on the first game when she had no hesitation going in for tackles and showed 

speed with the ball running out front toward goals. Olivia gave the team some of our best 

opportunities to score by getting the play into our attacking area. 

Phillipa was the smallest of the team but had the most enthusiasm. She has a little spring in 

her step whenever she is at practice and during a game. I was very proud of her when at the 

end of the season she played a full game and very rarely did she shy away from contested 

balls with much bigger opposition. 

Rover improved out of site throughout the season. He is the little bulldog of the team who 

wins a lot more tackles than he loses. 
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U9 White 

Being on the smaller and younger side, it’s great to see Rover giving as good as he gets on 

the field. He is one of the most enthusiastic members of the team who loves to get in and 

sing Razzle Dazzle.  

Thomas has made a large number of amazing saves for the team on the goal line this season 

reducing the score lines against us. He is one of the players that feeds the ball out wide to 

help others move the ball into our attacking half. His improvement of keeping the ball on his 

stick was great throughout the season.  

Zac is the team’s defensive saviour. There were so many times throughout the season when 

he had to sprint from the attacking half all the way to defend the goal when the opposition 

got a fast breakaway. A true defender in the making. He is also good at getting into space 

on free hits which helps us to move the ball forward. 

While the results did not go in our favour a lot of the time, the team improved out of sight 

from the first game to the last. Everyone learnt things from training and brought them out 

to the games. Each week we had two focuses and then once the team had mastered them 

we moved on to learn and try something new. As the goals were not as forthcoming for our 

young team, if we managed to accomplish our weeks objective we were winners and so we 

sang our club song every week after the game and made sure we had fun. These players will 

continue to improve and once we are no longer the youngest team in the competition we will 

be a force to be reckoned with.  
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South Australia 
 

U13’s 
Campbell Fielke 
 

U15’s 

Campbell Fielke 

Annalise Abbott 

Tia Dedman 

 

U16’s SSSA 

Justice Ebert 

 

U18’s 
Bryley Dedman  

Paxton Silby  

Jaylob Lobley 
 

U21’s 
Isaac Whittaker 

Will Abbott 

Amy Hammond 

Abbey Mitton  
 

AHL 
Cameron White 

William Abbott 

Amy Hammond 

Caitlin Abbott (train on) 

Georgia Whittaker (train on) 

Mark Dedman (Suns Coach) 
 

Country 
Pria Sandercock 
 

 

Zone & State 

Championships 

 

U13 Championships 

Campbell Fielke 

Tom Edwards 

Griffen Wolthers 

Brayden Warner 

Lucas Williams 

Marni Chandler 

Grace Fraser 

Emma Phillis 

Rachael Kean 

Meg Thomas 

Sienna Brown 

Lillie Tooth 

 

U15 City West Mariners 
Jordan Chandler 

Annalise Abbott 

Tia Dedman 

 

U15 Mid North 

Harrison Williams 

Elizabeth Cornwell 

 

U18 City West Mariners 
Paxton Silby 

 

U18 Barossa Riverland 

Crushers 
Amy Wilsdon 

Justice Ebert 

 

This year the Grange Royals Hockey Club has seen a significant number of our club members 

represent South Australia, Representative Teams in the State Junior / Zone Championships 

and most recently Australia. Our proud representation not only spans all playing age groups 

from U12 SAPSASA through to our more experienced campaigners in the 55+ age group, but 

also in coaching and umpiring.   

Australia 
National Junior Development 

Squad 
Amy Hammond 

 

South Australia 

 
Master’s Women 
Amy Bryans 

Jane Kaesler 

Robyn Edwards 

Margy Holland 

 
Master’s Men 
Gary Silby 

Neil Bouchier 

 

 

Umpiring 
Justice Ebert (SAPSASA U12) 

Jordan Rhind (Country Nationals) 

Dylan Aird (U13 Nationals) 

Maya Standish (U13 Nationals) 

 

Super League (Western 

Pirates) 
Cameron White 

Daniel Pena 

Isaac Whittaker 

Josh Whittaker 

William Abbott 

Georgia Whittaker 

Abbey Mitton 

Amy Hammond 

State & Zone Representatives 
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State & Zone Representatives 
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State & Zone Representatives 
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Cancer Council Round 
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Cancer Council Round 
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Sponsors 
NORTON ELECTRICAL SERVICES PTY LTD 
Unit 2/1C Wilson Street, Royal Park 
Ph: 8200 9555 
 
 
 

 
JIM’S ELECTRICAL 
Unit 2/1C Wilson Street, Royal Park 
Ph:  131546 
 

 
KENNARDS SELF STORAGE – THEBARTON 
103 Port Road, Thebarton 
Ph: 8443 8022 
www.kss.com.au 
 
  

BAKERS DELIGHT 
Shop 18, Welland Plaza, Port Road, Welland 
Ph: 8340-2977 
and 
Shop 5, St Clair Village Shopping Cent, Cheltenham 
Par, Cheltenham SA 5014 
Ph:  8244 0422 
 

 

BOWDEN GROUP 
26 Hindmarsh Avenue, Welland 
Ph:  8340-3588 
 

 
FRY’S SOUTH HENLEY MEAT STORE 
9 Henley Beach Road, Henley Beach South 
Ph:  8356-8235 
 

 

PERKYS PLUMBING 
Contact: Brenton Perkins 
Ph:  0413 138 291 
 

 

EADON HOME LONES 
Level 1, 425 Henley Beach Road, Brooklyn Park 
Contact: Rachel Fraser 
Ph:  8351 9359 

 
 

http://www.kss.com.au/

